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     Trying on Bil ly Coll ins’ Shoes  

 

  I’ve noticed that I move things around on the weekends in what should be called my 

leisure time, the time when I’m not working.  I move leaves that have fallen and rake 

them into disciplined piles where I again move the piles into one huge pile at the edge of 

the forest.  There they will sit through the cold and wet of winter decomposing, a process 

I can relate to very well.  It is more like a convention of those who have seen better days 

and now can only reminisce about the spring and summer and of course the fall from 

grace. 

  Today I am moving firewood, in what seems to be the ultimate of man’s intervention of 

relocation carried out solely for the sake of heating a house.  How many hands have 

touched these 16” pieces before they came to me, dumped into an elongated pyramid in 

the driveway?  Now they are under my guidance.  They shall witness how I will make 

new order out of chaos, of this glorified matchstick pile.  They will object to the picking up 

and tumbling, the throwing and stacking but eventually will see the light in their supreme 

sacrifice where by the warmth of their blaze I take off my sweater and in an easy chair 

sip fine liqueur and remember the last memorable cigar I had years ago in Siena. 

  Task in hand and wheelbarrow in place, I begin to understand horsepower or lack of it 

and just how energy is spent.  I imagine the pyramids were built in a similar fashion as 

this.  The Pharaoh stands like Yul Brenner in black bangs and a skirt overseeing the 

monumental endeavor that will see his children grow old before completion.  His slaves, 

who know no other purpose in life, work endlessly on a wonder they cannot even wonder 

why.  How grandiose must it be for the Pharaoh to orchestrate such a monumental task 

with the nerve and wave of a hand while his Nefertiti waits for him at the baths in the 

temple?  But the woman waiting for me is not Nefertiti.  And I am not the Pharaoh.  I am 
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the slave pushing the wheelbarrow up the slope of the imagined pyramid and the woman 

is a home health nurse repairing slaves like me. 

  So as the crisp autumn sun crosses low against the unseasonable sky, I have only 

myself to blame weeks from now if I’m sitting shivering, burning garbage in a stove 

meant for wood while it is being drenched in the elongated pile in the driveway. 

  I move the wood into the wheelbarrow with focused efficiency, not passing judgment or 

being too selective on which piece to pick up because in the grand scheme of 

combustion …no one gets out alive.  I can have little guilt that I am taking these pieces 

one step further to their cremation and it is at this moment that I think that a thinking man 

is not well suited for this task.  I rethink this and after many trips to the wood pile at the 

back of the house, after the rivulets of sweat like thawed glacial floes have traversed my 

extended forehead and made my eyeglasses useless and have taken them off only to 

enter a new world of blurred vision, I am in an aquatic membrane.  I am in an aquarium 

pushing a wheelbarrow.  I am a slave without swim fins in runny Jell-O making my way 

for the Pharaoh in black bangs and a skirt. 

 

                                                                                                                               

 


